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Standardized
Testing



Why do we have the SAT & ACT?

- To measure “college preparedness.”
- By combining an SAT / ACT score with high school GPA, you can 

correlate how well students will do in college… but the tests only 
slightly improve the indication.

- However, GPAs are different across schools in format, inflation, and 
rigor.



We need a “standard:”

“ACT scores provide a common, standardized metric 
that allows colleges to evaluate students who attend 
different high schools, live in different states, 
complete different courses with different teachers 
and receive different grades on a level playing field,” - 
Statement from ACT 



“Test Optional”

- Many colleges are moving away from testing, 
because of the potential socioeconomic 
barriers of requiring high test scores.



“Test Optional”
- UChicago and other schools 

have “test optional” policies.
- UChicago is seeing no dips in 

how well students are 
performing.

- Roughly 15 percent of 
admitted students this past 
year did not submit scores.

- The University of California 
system,  just last week 
expressed they are probably 
moving away from requiring 
testing.

“I’m very much in favor of doing 
away with the SAT or ACT as a 
requirement for application,”

- UC Berkeley chancellor, Carol Christ.



Tutors & Prep:

- The average Shalhevet ACT is a 
28/29, SAT is 1320, while the 
national averages are a 21 ACT, and 
1060 SAT.

- College counselling estimates 
the average Shalhevet family 
spends 3-4 thousand dollars on 
test prep and purchasing 
materials.



Initial Question: Is it positive?

- Is standardized testing worth it?
-  Do the positives outweigh the negatives? 

- Or vice-versa? Why or why not?



Prep / Tutor culture:

- What are the potential moral downsides with tutor 
culture?

- Is it possible to create a level playing field? 
- Is this system the “best worst”? As in, it’s not great, 

but it’s the best we have?



The culture of testing:

- How can we as students create a more positive 
culture of testing? 
- One that assures students don’t feel defined by 

their scores? 
- “You aren’t your scores.”

- Or is this just an inevitable part of any 
competition?



Having ONE test:

- Why should everyone take the same exam?
- Colleges used to train academics, now everyone goes:
- Is it time for an updated multi subject testing culture? 

- Or should we stick with a single standardized exam that 
quantifies specific cores of American education?

- Should we be like other countries and have specific 
entrance exams for certain subject areas?



It starts early:

- Some families don’t speak English at home, if you aren’t exposed to as 
many words or reading skills as a child, you might not do as well on 
these skill based exams.



A shift in testing:

- “It is about doing the RIGHT thing,” Nondorf wrote in an email. “Which is 
helping students and families of all backgrounds better understand and 
navigate this process and about bringing students with intellectual promise 
(no matter their background) to UChicago (and making sure they succeed 
here too!).

- UChicago is seeing no dips in how well students are performing.
- Roughly 15 percent of admitted students this past year did not submit 

scores.



The pressure:

“I often even asked myself who I was doing it for: the 
universities or to prove to myself that I am capable of 
succeeding on the exam? That feeling is one that these 
test-optional institutions are wiping away.”

- Yasameen Etami, valedictorian of her high school, now at GWU.



The culture of education:

- Do we need to quantify education?

- Can we quantify education? Is there one 
metric we can even use?



Numbers in action:

- South Korea tops education charts, and has a college admissions 
process almost solely based on one test, given once a year.

- Majority of South Korean teens say they have had suicidal thoughts, 
and a large majority of them cite school pressure as the reason.

- How can we create healthy competition without risking the 
destruction of adolescence by a test score?


